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FEATURED TRIPS!
Is 2019
Your Year for Greece?
Greek Isles: Cyclades, Crete,
Santorini, and Aegina
May 5 – 18, 2019
Travel by ferry across the sparkling Aegean
Sea, visit the Cyclades isles of Mykonos,
Delos, Paros and Naxos, along with Santorini,
Crete, and Aegina, with its splendid Aphaia
Temple. View the varied remains of thousands
of years of continuous occupation while
learning about the mythology of the ancient
gods and heroes. Wander cobblestone village
streets lined with gleaming whitewashed
houses, pause for drinks in traditional tavernas,
spend nights in small boutique hotels, and
immerse yourself in the pastoral life that
inspired the legends that have been passed
down for millennia.
Voyage through History:
The Dodecanese of Greece
September 14 – 27, 2019
Picture yourself sitting on the teak deck of your
own 90-foot yacht surrounded by breathless
vistas, sparkling seas, and with an azure sky
above. Along with only 8 other travelers,
imagine watching a glorious crimson sunset
and then the canopy of stars as it slowly
appears overhead. Dream of a smiling crewman
handing you a frosty drink and then serving you
delectable cuisine created by your personal
chef. See yourself standing next to the captain
as he steers the craft into a silent bay, once
an ancient port. Along the way, visit six islands –
Samos, Patmos, Kos, Nisyros, Tilos,
Rhodes – and four UNESCO World Heritage
Sites: Pythagoreion, the Chorá on Pátmos, the
Acropolis, and Rhodes Old Town.

Dear Adventurers,
One of the most frequently
asked questions to Far Horizons
staff is – ‘Is it safe to travel in
Iran?’ We have been taking groups
to that country since 2000 and I
have personally gone there
several times over the years. The
biggest surprise for me has been
the friendliness, warmth, and
curiosity of the folks we met.
Every day Iranians came up to
us without hesitation and asked
where we were from. When we
said “America”, the response is
invariably – “America, we love
America. Welcome, welcome.” Everybody seemed genuinely pleased to see
Americans. No one was afraid to talk with us (quite the contrary). My
expectations before we arrived into Iran on our first trip were that we would
somehow be “controlled” on what we could visit, where we could go, and with
whom we could talk – that we would be isolated from the populace. This was
absolutely not the case. In the evenings, we frequently went out on the streets of
the cities without our guide, and people would stop us to chat and to ask if we
needed any help. I urge you to travel with us to Iran, September 5 – 21, 2019.
I can say without hesitation that you will return to tell us that it was one of your
most memorable experiences.
Many of you have traveled with Bob Brier to Egypt and with Jenny Rose
to Iran, Central Asia and/or Western China. To entice you for future travel with
these renowned scholars, we are now offering unusual itineraries that take you to
the great museums in Europe containing outstanding Egyptology and Silk Road
works of art: The Art of the Silk Road: St. Petersburg, Paris, and London in
June 2019 with Jenny Rose and Egypt in Germany and Austria in September 2019,
led by Bob Brier. These trips are full of special experiences and private openings
of museum collections, exclusively arranged for Far Horizons travelers! And ask
about our new trips to the Baltics and Tunisia!
In addition to the exceptional PhD scholars who lead our trips, Far Horizons
has an 85% return rate of people who travel with us again and again due to our
unique itineraries, and private access to archaeological sites and museums. When
you visit our website, look for the Why Take this Tour? section on the itinerary
page of each tour to see the singular events that we have created to enhance the
educational travel experience for you.
Enjoy our latest newsletter and pass it along to friends. So many fascinating
vacations, so little time…. The world awaits you!
Happy traveling!

		
		

Mary Dell Lucas
Founding Director

The Green Isle

By Michael F. Rohde, 2018 group member

Enchanting
Sicily

By Professor Thomas F.X. Noble

Despite much travel on my
own, and with Far Horizons,
Ireland was one omission in my
experiences, hence I decided to
join the trip in June 2018. Some
years earlier, I’d made the choice
between Ireland and Spain for
the latter, worrying that
Ireland would be gray and less
cheerful. I could not have been
more wrong. Ireland turned out to be a bright, vibrant and
friendly location. It also could not have been a better decision
to come in June, as everything was green and pleasant, as
were all the people we met.
Our scholar Dr Enda O’Flaherty was exceptional. He was
always pleasant and informative. His youthful enthusiasm for
his country was infectious, and added greatly to the enjoyment
of the trip. In addition to the scheduled visits and tours, he would
occasionally have unexpected treats for us, in the form of visits
to sites he had learned we would enjoy, given our interests.
While the whole trip was special, one of my favorite parts
was the drive though the southwest peninsula to Dingle –
remote and beautiful. Ireland, with its abundance of beauty,
was completed with exceptional food, much different from the
stereotype of potatoes only. I would go again, and often.

Sicily has a captivating variety of climates and topographies:
mountains and plains, forests and deserts, big cities and tiny
villages. Land is interesting, of course, but people, culture, and
history are even more compelling and no other place in the
Mediterranean world, and few places anywhere, can match
Sicily’s rich and complex history and its astonishing blend
of cultures.
Sicily’s position astride the
Mediterranean’s north-south and
east-west sea lanes has made it
a magnet for adventurers,
conquerors, and settlers. The
first inhabitants known only to
archaeology, the Siculs, seem
to have come from peninsular
Italy. They were followed by the Greeks,
the Carthaginians, the Romans, the Vandals, the Byzantines, the
Arabs, the Normans, the Germans, the Angevins, the Aragonese,
the Spanish, and finally the modern Italians. This riot of humanity
has left its mark on every aspect of the island’s life, as evident by
the Greek temples, Roman villas, Byzantine churches, Norman
fortresses, and exquisite Spanish baroque street-scapes.
Won’t you join me and Far Horizons on a trip enriched by
warm, friendly people, amazing food, and gorgeous scenery?

Travel to Ireland
with Dr. Enda O’Flaherty,
June 14 – 29, 2019

Travel with Dr. Noble
on Sicily: Art and Archaeology,
May 24 – June 7, 2019

Bulgaria

By Roberta McIlhenny, 2018 group member

Bulgaria – Exactly where is it,
anyway? And what does the name
conjure up? One of those confusing
Balkan countries, with a gray overlay
of the years behind the Iron Curtain?
This trip will rid you of such
preconceptions. Certainly they are a
small part of Bulgaria’s turbulent history;
but so are very ancient settlement
patterns, vibrant arts, and throughout,
a strong spirit of independence and
determination to be one’s own country.
Consider Karanovo (Kar-AH-novo)
Tell, with seven separate occupation
layers, the latest of which was
contemporary with Troy, and which is
the reference benchmark for dating
Neolithic settlements throughout Europe.
Consider the legacy of the Thracians, who, over thousands
of years, never unified the country, never developed a written
language, but were an ever present cultural force, famous for
their metalwork and temples/tombs. Consider how the Greek
settlers melded in, enriching but not supplanting earlier
cultures, and later how the Romans did much the same.
Consider how the determined local rulers fought off the
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Byzantines after two centuries of
Byzantine overlordship and established
an empire, only to lose it two hundred
years later to the Ottomans. And how,
with the help of Tsar Alexander II of
Russia, they prevailed again. And now,
although shaking off the habits and
legacy of the communist years is not
easy, they’re working on it.
This itinerary covered all aspects
of Bulgaria’s history. Our very able
archaeologist, Vassil, and his local tour
guide/sidekick Georgi (a PhD student
in medieval archaeology) could speak
to any question or subject posed by the
group. And did so, at length. They were
delightful traveling companions, and our
sixteen days there opened vistas we
never expected. If you want a trip to show you a world you
never thought of, this is your perfect adventure. I have been
traveling with Far Horizons since 1992, and this Bulgaria trip
is absolutely at the top of my list.

Travel with Dr. Vassil Tenekadjiev
to Bulgaria, September 6 – 23, 2019

Path of the Vikings
Leif Eriksson and Erik the Red were
part of my childhood geography
lessons and, as my adult life unfolded,
Scandinavia became at least one quarter
of my children’s ancestry. Early in my
married life, I lived briefly in Sweden
and walked Viking burial mounds in
Gamla Uppsala. When the opportunity
to follow the Path of the Vikings with
Far Horizons appeared this past
summer, I took it. It was a chance to
look more closely at their heritage as
I visited World Heritage sites. I came
home with an unexpected fascination
with boats and the role of the sea in the
Viking “landscape.”
The stone ships predated the Vikings
and the multiple ships at Anundshog
were wondrous on the same site as the
largest Viking burial mound in Sweden.
We saw another stone ship in a more
primitive Bronze Age setting on
Gotland. Boats were important to the
ancestors of the Vikings in life and in
death! We visited a wooden ship burial

Postcard From

By Carlene Nelson, 2018 traveler

from the Viking Era “in situ” in
Denmark and three burial ships in a
museum in Norway – two of those
remarkably preserved. Each of those
had been a ship on the sea before
functioning as a burial. As raiders and
traders, the Vikings perfected boats
matched to their purpose and then
used them to bury their honored dead!
Christianity came to Scandinavia
during the Viking Era and we visited
a good number of churches dating
to the 12th – 14th centuries. Almost
universally, there was a ship in the
church. None of those boats was Viking
in style but all were suspended from
ceilings often adorned with Viking
motifs. The descendants of the Vikings
carried the ships forward! Wow!
Travel to Scandinavia
with Viking specialist,
Dr. Steve Ashby,
July 6 – 21, 2019

Peru

Mom,
Our trip begins in Lima, the thriving and ever-expanding capital
of Peru! The city is home to numerous museums of which I find
the most impressive to be the Larco Museum as it houses an
extraordinary collection from the Moche civilization. Predating
the Inka, the Moche, or Mochica, are known for their extremely
refined ceramics. The artifacts on display depict scenes from
daily life including funerals, combat, sex, as well as from religion
and myth. The most striking representations, however, are the
stirrup-spout vessels that portray individuals in astoundingly
realistic detail.
Huaca de la Luna or Pyramid of the Moon, located outside
of Trujillo, provides us with another peek into this ancient yet
highly advanced society. Most of the vibrantly colored friezes
and reliefs at the site present images of warfare, rituals, and a deity
named Ai Apaec, also known as the ‘Decapitator’. As you may have guessed by the
nickname, he has a bit of a thirst for blood. Manifesting in different forms, he can be found as a spider,
a winged creature or a sea monster, which correlate respectively to the elements of earth, air, and water.
The layers of civilization don’t begin or end here, we will also explore the Wari, Chimú, and, of course, the Inka!
Love,

Travel on Peru: Inka & Their Ancestors
with Dr. Clark Erickson
June 15 – 30, 2019
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Enchanting Delos, Greece
Greece… blue skies, azure sea, charming white-washed
houses, gleaming marble ruins, the land of Homer. The images
are so familiar as to seem hackneyed, and yet they are
accurate, at least for the islands of the Cyclades, which offer
some of the most beautiful of Greek landscapes and some of
the earliest Greek cultural remains.
One of these islands, Delos, was the location of a
celebrated shrine of ancient Greece for more than one
thousand years. Apollo, god of music, poetry, and law, who,
together with his twin sister Artemis, was born here under a
palm tree to their mother Leto. Pilgrims left gifts in honor of
the god and rulers commissioned buildings and monuments to
leave their mark on this holy sanctuary. The imposing temple
housed the coffers of the Delian League, a defensive alliance
of Greek poleis organized against the Persian threat in the
fifth century B.C. (These assets were eventually moved to, and
appropriated by, Athens, where they were used to fund the
Acropolis structures, including the Parthenon). When Delos
was declared a tax-free port in 166 B.C., the island became a
boomtown of Mediterranean trade. Businessmen from
foreign shores – Beirut, for example – set up shop in this
thriving community where one of the main activities was
the slave trade.
Today, the entire island is a protected archaeological
site, with only the Archaeological Museum and a few
administrative buildings standing. An ideal day trip, we will

arrive by boat from Mykonos and wander among the stoas,
agoras, temples, theater, sculptures, and ancient houses, many
with beautiful colorful mosaics, all while stunned by the
beautiful wind-blown landscape of poppy-strewn Delos.
The Cyclades past beckons. I hope you will come and
experience it with me.
Join Dr. Barringer on Greek Isles
of Myth: Mykonos, Delos, Paros,
Naxos, Santorini, Aegina,
May 5 – 18, 2019

Art of the Silk Road
It is an incredible experience to be
able to explore ancient sites in distant
lands. Our understanding of the
significance of each site is then
enhanced by the opportunity to study
its material finds. For various reasons,
however, the majority of such finds are
often located in a dedicated museum
many miles away, sometimes even in
another country.
In June, on a fascinating and very
unique Far Horizons tour, we will track
down some of the items unearthed from
ancient Silk Road sites, now in modern
Iran and Central Asia, which are housed
in archives in Russia, France and
England. Our voyage of discovery
through these European museums will
take us from an Iron Age burial site in
southern Altai, through a Parthian
(Iranian) capital in Turkmenistan, to
Panjikant in modern Tajikistan, where
the town’s wealthy residents painted
the interior walls of their homes with
religious and mythological scenes.
On several behind-the-scenes tours
– at the Restoration and Storage Centre
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By Dr. Judith Barringer

By Dr. Jennifer Rose

of the State Hermitage Museum, the
Persian Collections of the Bibliothèque
Nationale in France, the British Library,
and British Museum, in London –
specialist curators will introduce
important artifacts that are not usually
on display to the general public. Many
of these objects that we will view
in an ‘up close and personal’ setting
were the byproduct of late 19th – early
20th century geopolitical surveys that
formed part of the “Great Game.” They
include: antiquities and photos relating
to Sir Aurel Stein’s expeditions between
Kashgar to Dunhuang (modern China);
Buddhist murals and unique Zoroastrian
manuscripts from Silk Road caves; and
textiles from the oasis town of Bukhara
(modern Uzbekistan).

Travel with Dr. Rose
to St. Petersburg, Paris
and London,
June 15 – 26, 2019

FAR HORIZONS SCHEDULE AND BROCHURE REQUEST FORM

Below you will find a list of our upcoming tours. Which destinations are tempting you? Print the form, check the tours that
interest you and return to our office by email, mail or fax. We also enjoy talking with you so give us a call at 1-800-552-4575!!
			Far Horizons Archaeological & Cultural Trips
			
P.O. Box 2546, San Anselmo, CA 94979
			
Email: journey@farhorizons.com, Fax: 1-415-482-8495

Europe & Turkey

Cyprus, Rhodes and Malta: In the Path of the Crusader Knights with Professor John France
April 28 – May 12, 2019
Greek Isles of Myth with Professor Judith Barringer
May 5 – 18, 2019
Turkish Treasures with Professor Charles Stewart
May 17 – June 2, 2019
Rome and Southern Italy with Professor Steven L. Tuck
May 19 – 29, 2019
Sicily: Art & Archaeology with Professor Thomas Noble
May 24 – June 7, 2019
In the Path of the Etruscans: From Rome to Florence with Professor Steven Tuck
May 30 – June 10, 2019
An Exploration of Wales and England with Dr. James Bruhn
May 31 – June 14, 2019
England’s Cathedrals, Abbeys, and Medieval Painted Churches with Professor William Cook
June 2 – 15, 2019
The Archaeology of Ireland with Dr. Enda O’Flaherty
June 14 – 29, 2019
Art of the Silk Road: St. Petersburg, Paris & London with Professor Jennifer Rose
June 15 – 26, 2019
In the Path of the Vikings: Denmark, Norway & Sweden with Dr. Steve Ashby
July 6 – 21, 2019
The Riches of Scotland with Dr. Brian Buchanan
July 12 – 26, 2019
Archaeology and History of England with Dr. James Bruhn
August 4 – 16, 2019
Georgia & Armenia with Professor John France
July 19 – August 5, 2019
Glorious Greece with Professor Judith Barringer
September 7 – 21, 2019
Bulgaria: Land of History with Dr. Vassil Tenekedjiev
September 6 – 23, 2019
Egypt in Germany & Austria with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
September 11 – 22, 2019
Greece’s Dodecanese Islands by Private Yacht with Professor John France
September 14 – 27, 2019
Lost Kingdoms of Eastern Turkey with Professor Jennifer Tobin
September 14 – 29, 2019
Cathedrals of France with Professor William Cook
May 22 – June 1, 2020
The Baltics with Professor John France
July 6 – 18, 2020

Egypt & Africa

Ethiopia: The Wonders of the Horn of Africa with Dr. Luisa Sernicola
September 23 – October 7, 2019
The Majesty of Egypt with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
November 2 – 15, 2019
Sudan: An Exploration of the Ancient Kush with Dr. E. C. Krupp
January 19 – February 2, 2020
Undiscovered Egypt with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
March 17 – 30, 2020
Tunisia with Professor Jennifer Tobin
October 4 – 19, 2020
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The Middle East & Arabia

Iran: Empires of Everlasting Fire with Professor Lloyd Llewellyn Jones
September 5 – 21, 2019
The Grandeur of Petra, The Splendors of Jordan with Professor Gary Rollefson
March 14 – 27, 2020

Oceania

Chile and Easter Island’s Tapati Festival with Dr. Sidsel Millerström
January 29 – February 9, 2020

India, Asia and China

Indonesia: Java, Sulawesi and Bali with Professor David Eckel
May 17 – June 2, 2019
Sri Lanka: Resplendent Land with Professor Anne Blackburn
August 6 – 23, 2019
Central Asia: Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan Central Aisia with Dr. Jennifer Rose
September 27 – October 14, 2019
South India with study leader to be announced
January 3 – 19, 2020
Angkor Wat and Laos with Dr. Damian Evans
January 6 – 22, 2020
North India: Gods, Temples & Traditions with Professor David Eckel
February 1 – 15, 2020
Southeast China: In the Path of the Maritime Silk Road with Professor Johan Elverskog
October 10 – 25, 2020

The Americas

Peru: Inkas & Their Ancestors with Professor Clark Erickson
June 15 – 30, 2019
American Southwest with Dr. Todd Bostwick
August 31 – September 9, 2019
Belize with Dr. Stanley Guenter
January 4 – 12, 2020
Capital Cities of the Ancient Maya: Copan to Palenque with Dr. Stanley Guenter
February 1 – 14, 2020
Mexico’s Yucatan: Off the Beaten Path with Dr. Stanley Guenter
February 16 – 26, 2020
Guatemala & El Salvador: Lost Cities of the Ancient Maya with Dr. Stanley Guenter
March 5 – 15, 2020
Mexico’s In the Path of the Olmecs with Professor F. Kent Reilly
March 14 – 22, 2020
Bolivia with Professor Andrew Roddick
May 2 – 17, 2020
Central Mexico: The Toltec Heritage with Dr. Stanley Guenter
May 23 – June 2, 2020
Peru: Hike the Inka Trail with Professor Kylie Quave
July 25 – August 7, 2020

Our mission is to design unique itineraries to new destinations led by renowned scholars. This combined with our 85% return rate
means that many of our tours fill quickly. The best way to remain updated is through Far Horizons email newsflashes.
Please return both sides of this form by one of the following methods:
Email: journey@farhorizons.com
Mail: Far Horizons Archaeological & Cultural Trips
P.O. Box 2546, San Anselmo, CA 94979

Call: 800-552-4575 or 415-482-8400
Fax: 415-482-8495

Name
Mailing address
Email address

Phone

Please note that we respect your privacy and do not share or sell our mailing list to any other company or organization.
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Georgia & Armenia
by Don Swanson, 2018 group member

Our bus carried us from urban, bustling Tbilisi and
Yerevan to the remote alpine settings of Mestia and Ushguli
in the Georgian Caucasus. Through thick forests in
northern Georgia to vast open spaces in high southern
Armenia (approaching 8,000 feet in places!) to small farm
plots with haystacks for wintering a few cattle around Lake
Sevan. Our guides, Elza in Georgia and Lilit in Armenia,
kept us posted about local sights and local customs. John
France, study leader par excellence, educated us about the
Christian history and art in his calm, understanding
manner. And everywhere the friendly people!
I was repeatedly struck by the majesty of the many
early Christian churches in both Georgia and Armenia.
The dedication and devotions that led to their construction
and glorious interior paintings and sculpture are
inspiring reminders of a time long past. Even earlier times
are revealed by Bronze-age stone circles near Tejisi, half a
day south of Tblisi, and near Goris, Armenia, as well as by
standing stones paralleling a bleak hillside near Harteshen,
just inside Armenia. All of these stone structures are well
off the beaten track, but Far Horizons took us there.

Unexpected vignettes always enhance traveling.
Arriving at a remote hotel on our last day in Armenia, a
group of 10-year-olds greeted us not with questions or
even hellos but instead with high-fives! And, the day
before, a disabled boy hummed Beethoven’s ‘Ode to Joy,’
his mother beaming with pride, throughout one of the
world’s longest cable-car rides back from the gorgeous
9th–century Tatev Monastery.
This was my fourth Far Horizons trip. The first three
all exceeded my expectations. So did the trip to Georgia
and Armenia. And the fresh Georgian tomatoes can’t
be beaten!
Travel with Dr. John France
to Georgia and Armenia,
July 19 – August 5, 2019

Matrilineal dynasty at Chaco Canyon?
From 850 to 1250, New Mexico’s Chaco Canyon was the
epicenter for trade and political activity for the prehistoric
Four Corners area. The valley’s high-desert landscape, its long
winters, short growing seasons, and negligible rainfall suggests
an unlikely place for a major center to take root and flourish.
Yet Chaco is remarkable for its monumental buildings, its
distinctive architecture, and its sphere of influence. Dozens of
great houses in Chaco Canyon were connected by roads, some
almost 200 miles long, to more than 150 pueblos throughout
the region.
In 1896 archaeologists excavating Pueblo Bonito, the largest
of the great houses in Chaco Canyon, uncovered 14 burials
interred with elite goods including thousands of turquoise and
shell beads. Recent DNA analysis of these bones has shown that
these people weren’t merely members of the same influential
class but were all part of the same extended family, a dynasty
that traced its ancestry to a single woman. Mitochondrial DNA
is only inherited from the mother, so it can reveal a person’s
ancestry for generations by way of the maternal genetic code. It
now seems that the remains belonged to a single maternal line,
or matrilineal dynasty, that lasted for centuries. Additionally,
chemical analysis has determined that the people in these
interments were almost entirely born and raised in Chaco
Canyon, and weren’t immigrants from other regions, as had
been originally thought.

Combined, these findings provide a new view of status
and power in this hub of Ancestral Puebloan culture. It shows
that a group of related women, and some men, may have
been the leaders of Pueblo Bonito for more than 300 years.
Travel with Dr. Todd Bostwick
to the American Southwest,
August 31 – September 9, 2019
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STUDY LEADER PROFILE

Who is Jennifer Rose?
Jennifer Rose received her MA in Religious Studies
from the School of Oriental and African Studies, University
of London, and her PhD from Columbia University in
Ancient Iranian Studies. While writing her doctoral
dissertation (since published as The Image of Zoroaster:
The Persian Mage Through European Eyes), Dr. Rose was
simultaneously a Senior Lecturer in Religious Studies at
Brunel University, London, and the Deputy Director of a
Religious Education Centre that supported the teaching of
world faiths in the British public school system. She is
presently an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Religion at Claremont Graduate University, and is
frequently an invited speaker at conferences in both North
America and Europe. Apart from her two most recent
publications on the Zoroastrian religion, Dr. Rose has
published introductory books and other educational materials
on the Jewish, Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, and
Sikh traditions. Her breadth of knowledge concerning the
world’s religions, and her particular interest in the historical
interaction between ancient Iranians and those of other
cultures along the Silk Road, make her an ideal study leader.

What is it like to travel with Jennifer Rose?
“She was outstanding (knowledgeable, approachable, available)
not only during the day at the sites or in the bus but also during
dinner. The best compliment would be that it would be a pleasure
to go on another trip with Jenny!” — Stan Berkefelt
“Spectacular. First Rate. Personable. She always made herself
available. I would go on another trip that she’s leading, regardless
of where it is going to.” — Al Deleo

Travel with Dr. Rose on The Art of the
Silk Road: St. Petersburg, Paris and London,
June 15 – 26, 2019, and Central Asia’s
Silk Road: Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan, September 27 – October 14, 2019

Latest News on Turkish Archaeology
Western Turkey

Eastern Turkey

2018 was the year of Troy and the Troy Museum was
opened to visitors. The head of excavations, Rüstem Aslan,
announced in September that the excavations carried out at
the Byzantine-period cemetery uncovered evidence suggesting
the site may have been used as a religious sanctuary.
A Viking sword thought to be over 1,000
years old, has been discovered in Patara on
the west coast of Turkey. Archaeologists say
that there are two possibilities as to the
owner. The weapon either belonged to a
soldier who had stopped by Patara during
a military campaign, or it belonged to a
Viking who settled in the city in the 9th
or 10th century.
The ancient city of Hattusha was the
capital of the Hittite Empire for 450 years.
A tablet found during excavations covered
with hieroglyphic writing and damaged after
thousands of years of weather exposure,
will be deciphered using a 3D scanning system.
Travel with Dr. Charles Stewart to Western Turkey,
May 17 – June 2, 2019, and visit Patara, along with Troy and
Hattusha where you will hosted by the directors of excavations.

Twelve ancient Zeugma mosaic pieces, looted during
illegal excavations nearly 50 years ago, have been returned
to Turkey. The “Gypsy Girl” mosaic is now prominently
displayed in the recently-opened Zeugma Mosaic Museum.
2019 was recently announced to be the year of Göbekli
Tepe, acclaimed
as the world’s
oldest temple.
Predating
Stonehenge
by 6,000 years,
this stunning
sanctuary
complex
overturns the
conventional
view of the rise
of civilization.
Travel with
Dr. Jennifer Tobin, who worked at Zeugma, to Eastern
Turkey, September 14 – 29, 2019, and see the Gypsy
Girl mosaic, and enjoy a privately-arranged tour of Göbekli
Tepe by the director of excavations.
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